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ABSTRACT: Social media’s become important part of our daily life. Using social media we are able to communicate 

with lot of people. Facebook is most popular example of social media which enable us to communicate with lot of 

people. In which peoples have   opportunities to meet new peoples, friends and communicate with each other. Peoples 

or users also share images, personal information   through social site so maintaining privacy is a most important task. 

Because of large amount of image share through social sites image privacy is a major problem. There is a need of a tool 

which helps users to control access to their shared content. In this paper an Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction is used 

to help user for privacy setting of their image. Our goal is to provide various privacy policy approaches to improve the 

privacy of images or information shared in the social media site.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays sharing photos on Web is very popular. In many web sites such as in Flicker user can upload their photos 

and also describe them by tags. While sharing their photos on these web sites users want their privacy. Currently, In 

most photo sharing sites users can only specify whether a photo is private, public or visible to their friends or those who 

are there family member. This setting can be applied by user to particular photo or a set of particular photos. They 

cannot share photos with only, for example, to those people who were participated in any particular event. If users 

move to another sharing site then list of friends also may have to compile again. In these website tags are widely used 

on photos. These tags are providing rich information about photos. So, by using tags assigned to the photos a better 

access control mechanism can be provided. Most content sharing websites allow users to enter their privacy 

preferences. But users have to struggle hard to set up such privacy. Maintenance of such privacy settings are also hard 

[1]. This process can be error prone and tedious. In this paper, an Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) system is 

used to provide users privacy settings easily by automatically generating personalized policies. This system handles 

user uploaded images. 

 

Following criteria is used to influence privacy setting of image: 

 Personal characteristics and impact of social environment: 

User’s social content can provide useful information about users .These content may be their profile picture and their 

relationship with other users. For example, users who are interested in photography may want to share photos with 

other photographer. 

 

The role of image’s content and metadata 

 In general, images which are of similar type require similar privacy preferences, mainly when people appear in the 

images. For example, one may upload photos of their Childs and want that only his family member can see and 

comment on these photos. He may upload some others photos of flowers which he took as a hobby. For which he may 

set privacy preference as allowing anyone to view and comment on these photos. 
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Building blocks (as shown in Figure): A3P-Social and A3P-Core.  In A3P core first user’s image is classified based on 

content and metadata then privacy prediction done by analysing privacy policies of each category of images. A3P-

Social is used to extend the prediction power of our system. In this a mechanism is used to generate privacy policies 

based on information related to user’s social content and his general attitude toward privacy.A3P social is used in two 

cases ,first when user is new and second when system found some changes of privacy trend in social content. 

 

System overview: Input of our A3P system is user uploaded image. When users upload an image then it first goes to 

A3P core. Which work is to first classify the image and then determine its policy. Mainly policy is determined based on 

historical data. A3P-core has to classify image and determine that A3P social net to invoke or not.A3P invoke A3P 

social if one of the following condition occur :-(i) To construct policy prediction user does not have enough 

information. (ii)If major change is detected by A3P-core in community of users, for example when new friends are 

added or any new posts found on one’s profile. In these cases, it will report latest privacy practice to the user of social 

communities that have similar background as the user. The A3P-social groups user with those social communities 

which have same background as user. The A3P-social automatically determines the user's social group .After that it 

sends back group information to the A3P-core for policy prediction. After policy prediction, predicted policy will 

displayed to user. if user satisfy they can accept that policy otherwise he can revise the policy. The actual policy will be 

store in repository for future image uploads. 
 

 
Fig. System Overview 

 
II. LITRATURE SURVAY 

 

2.1 Jonathan Anderson proposed Privacy Suites by which users can easily choose “suites" of privacy settings. This can 

be created by an expert using privacy programming. It could also be created directly through existing configuration UIs. 

By exporting them to the abstract format also, privacy suites can be created.  By existing distribution channels privacy 

suite is distributed to the members of the social sites. A rich programming language is less understand ability for end 

users. Motivated users should be able to verify a Privacy Suite by high level language. The main goal is transparency. 

 

2.2   Fabeah Adu-Oppong uses the concept of social circles to develop privacy setting. This privacy setting provides a 

web based solution to protect personal information. The Social Circles Finder technique is used to automatically 

generate the friend’s list. This social circle of a person is analysis by this technique. It identifies intensity of 

relationship. This application identifies the social circles of the subject but not show them to the subject. The subject 

will then be asked questions about their willingness to share their personal information. Based on the answers the 

application finds the visual graph of users. 
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2.3 Kambiz Ghazinour designed a system known as Your Privacy Protector [4] .It understands the social net behaviour 

of their privacy settings. Recommending reasonable privacy options are also understands by this system. It uses user’s 

personal profile, User’s interests as parameters and by using this parameter the system constructs the personal profile of 

the user. It automatically learned   profile of users and assign the privacy options.  User see their current privacy 

settings on their social network with the help of the system, namely facebook, and the possible privacy risks is monitor 

and detected. It adopts the necessary privacy settings based on the risks. 

 

2.4 Alessandra Mazzia designed PViz Comprehension Tool [5], an interface and system that more directly with privacy 

policies and users’ model groups applied to their networks. The users understand the visibility of her profile according 

to constructed natural sub groupings of friends automatically and at different levels of granularity using the PViz tool.  

The users are able to identify and distinguish automatically-constructed groups. Users also address the sub-problem to 

produce group labels which will effective. PViz is better than other tools Facebook's Audience View and Custom 

Settings page. 

 

2.5 In social media sites Peter F. Klemperer introduces a tag based access control of data [6] shared. Using photo 

management tags system creates access-control policies.  With the participant’s friends every photo is incorporated 

with access grid.  A suitable preference and access information is selected by the participants. Based on the user’s 

needs we can categories photo tags as organizational or as communicative. Several important limitations are available 

to our study design. First, results are limited by the participants we recruited and the photos they provided.  Second 

limitation is access –control rules generated by machine. When tagging for access control the algorithm has no access 

to the context and to the meaning of tags and no insight into the policy the participant. Some rules appeared arbitrary to 

the participants, potentially driving these rule toward explicit policy-based tags such as “private” and “public as a result. 

 

2.6 In sematic WebChing-man Au Yeung develop a access control system based on a protocol called decentralized 

authentication [6].It was based on descriptive tags and linked data of social networks. Expressive policies created by 

user using the access control system for their photos which is stored in one or more than one photo sharing sites. It 

allows users to access control rules based on open linked data provided by other parties. 

 

2.7 Sergej Zerr develops a technique named as Privacy-Aware Image Classification and Search [8] .It automatically 

detect private images, and to enable privacy-oriented image search. Using this technique we can provide security 

policies to combines textual meta data images with variety of visual features. By selected image features like edges, 

faces, colour histograms we can difference between natural and man-made objects or scenes that indicate the presence 

or absence of particular objects (SIFT). With the help of privacy assignments obtained by a social annotation game this 

technique uses several classification models trained on a large scale dataset. 
 

              

III. PROPOSED  METHOD 

3.1 Model 
The aims of Adaptive Privacy Policy Prediction (A3P) system to provide users a hassle free privacy settings experience 

by automatically generating personalized policies. 

Two main building blocks of the proposed A3P system is comprised as A3P-Social and A3P-Core. The  focuses of 

A3P-core  is to analyzing each individual user’s own images and metadata,the A3P-Social provide community 

perspective of privacy setting recommendations for a user’s potential privacy improvement. we design the interaction 

flows between two building blocks to balance the benefits from meeting personal characteristics and obtaining 

community advice. 

 

3.2 Image Classification 
Image Classification hierarchical image classification which classifies images first based on their contents and after that 

refine each category into subcategories based on their metadata.  If image have not metadata then it will be grouped 

only by content. Such as hierarchical classification gives a higher priority to image content and it minimizes the 

influence of missing tags . Note that Multiple categories of some images are included  as till they contain the typical 

content features or metadata of those categories that it is possible . 
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3.3 Mining 
For policy mining we approach mining hierarchical mining. Our approach leverages in policies is association rule 

mining techniques to discover popular patterns .  The same category of the new image the policy mining is carried out 

because similar level of privacy protection is provided  in the same category of the image. The basic idea of the 

hierarchical mining is to follow a natural order in which a user defines a policy. when  given an image, a user  first 

decides who can access the image  , then what specific access rights (e.g., view only or download) should be given is 

thinks by the user, and finally refine the access conditions.First search popular subjects defined by the user 

corresponding to the hierarchic mining, the search of popular actions in the policies containing the popular subjects, 

and finally  Both popular subjects and conditions which are containing by those polices that is the popular conditions . 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This paper describes privacy policy techniques for user uploaded data images in various content sharing sites. Based on 

the user social behaviour and the user uploaded image the privacy policy can apply. A3P system in used, which provide 

users easy and properly configured privacy setting for their uploaded image. By using this we can easily prevent 

unwanted discloser and privacy violations. Unwanted discloser may lead to misuse of one’s personal information .users 

automate the privacy policy settings for their uploaded images with the help of adaptive privacy policy prediction 

(A3P). Based on the information available for a given user the A3P system provides a comprehensive framework to 

infer privacy preferences. A3P system is a practical tool. An improvement over current approaches to privacy is offer 

by A3P. 
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